
What Prevents Us From Accessing Our
True Intelligence     

Our fears, confusion, doubts, ignorance & beliefs distort our
perception of the world, preventing us (our body, mind & soul)
from accessing our true intelligence. A lack of sense of
oneness, susceptibility to confirmation bias & lack of
awareness of the present moment, prevent us from accessing
our true intelligence. 

Read more

Discovering Our “Better Nature” Through Meditation

Meditation, often instantaneously, brings numerous benefits;
but it is important to understand how the two approaches—
the deep path & the wide path—fundamentally differ. Science
shows that only through sustained, long-term practice, can
meditation translate into enduring altered traits, such as
clarity & compassion.

Read more

How I Become a Spirituo-Scientific Person—The
Meditation Journey of Sreelakshmi 

Sreelakshmi is a meditation, women empowerment and
abundance coach. Read about her transformative life journey
through meditation, inner work and spreading spirituality
globally.  

Read more

Do your fears & negativity often get the better of you? Do you lack clarity about your

aspirations & goals? Meditation is the greatest tool to cultivate elevated thoughts &

emotions, access your true intelligence, and begin to ful�ll both your outer & inner

purpose.

Wisdom from Brahmarshi Patriji

"Purpose of Life" — Patriji

Everybody has a soul purpose. You are not happy and fulfilled until you discover your
own soul purpose. Only when you begin to know your purpose of life, you will be

really happy. 
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